Let A be a noetherian ring which is locally Macaulay. For each integer i^O, groups d(A) and Wi(A) are denned, each sequence of groups generalizing to higher dimensions the usual class group of an integrally closed noetherian domain. d(A) is called the ith class group of A, and Wi(A) is called the ith homologuai class group of A. The main purpose of this note is to show that both sequences of groups have properties analogous to the class group of a Noetherian integrally closed integral domain, and finally to establish a connection between them. Note 
Throughout this section
COROLLARY 1.5. There is an epimorphism Ci(A)->(Bhm-i Ci(Ap) deduced from (p)->(pAp). THEOREM 1.6. If xi, • • • , x k is an A-sequence,
then there is a homomorphism d (A / J^x a A ) -» d+h (A ) whose image is the subgroup of d+k(A) generated by {cl(p)} where ht(p) =i+k and p2 ^2x s A.
With Theorem 1.2, this yields COROLLARY 1.7. Suppose that x is an A -sequence. Then the sequence 
Let A be a commutative noetherian ring. The hypotheses on A in §1 need not be assumed in order to define the groups Wi(A).
The reader is referred to [3] for the K-theory needed here.
Let < M i {A)~(M i denote the category of finitely generated Amodules M such that M$ = 0 for all prime ideals p of A with ht($) <i.
Then $TCy is a Serre subcategory of 9TC; for all j>i. Let i£*(e) denote the ith. Grothendieck group of the category e for i = 0, 1. If C£;(3, then 7(C) denotes the image (or class) of C in K°(e). PROPOSITION 
JC°(9Tl l /2fTl l+ i) is isomorphic to Di(A), the isomorphism being given by the length function.

Consider the following commutative diagram
Because each element in 9TC»-/9TC,-+ i has finite length, each of the rows is exact. The columns are also exact. Since the group Di(A) is free, the kernels of g and g' in the above diagram are direct summands of their respective domains. For each [March i^O define the group Z i+ i{A), and the homological class group of rank i+1, Wi+i(A), to be the kernels of g and g f respectively. Since the rows are exact this is the same as saying that Z i+ i(A) is the image of/and W i+ i(A) is the image of/'. Moreover There are several results in this direction. THEOREM 
Wi(A) is a homomorphic image of Ci(A).
THEOREM 3.2. If d(A)=0, then W i+1 (A) = C i+ i(A).
COROLLARY 3.3. If A is a domain, then Wi(A) = Ci(A).
COROLLARY 3.4. C* (A) = 0 if, and only if, A is an integral domain and W-(A) = 0.
For an example which shows that in general W* (A)?*C* (A) let Q be a primary ring which is not a field and set 4=() [X] . Then Wi(A)~0 while Ci(A) is an infinite group.
